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Topics to cover

• Background on employee training programs

• Risk and opportunity

• Current initiatives

• Customer and consumer interests
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Have you and your dairy 
advisor really observed what 
is happening on your farm?

Maybe we need a Dr.



There is more interest in what 
you do, and how you do it, than 

ever before
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Customer/consumer perceptions 
of dairy farmers

• Producer of food

• Supplier of ingredients

• Caretaker of animals
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Why people and companies care 
about what you do

• Impact on the food people eat

– Is the food I eat produced in a manner consistent with my 
value system?

• Impact on the brands companies market

– Does using this cheese have risk to our pizza brand, and 
ultimately, our sales?

• Impact on companies supply chain

– Does using this milk impact our ability to sell our dairy 
products to our customers?
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Categories of interest

• Companies looking to “check a box” or 
complete a form requested by one of their 
customers

• Companies with a single focus area 
(tail docking, pasture, dehorning, VCPR)

• Companies looking to impact/change their 
supply chain
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Practical concepts 
for employee 

training and dairy 
performance
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Challenges

• Dairy managers and dairy workers 
face substantial challenges in 
adapting to new technologies and 
new farm business needs. 

• We need to create strategies that 
emphasize a greater access to 
technical support and training in 
order to assist agricultural 
employers and farm workers.
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Dairy performance is influenced by 3 factors

Area 1 –
Milking 

procedures 

Area 3 –
Cows and 

their 
environment

Area 2 –
Milking 

equipment 

Mastitis triangle



Training and farm performance
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• These training sessions and technical services 
should be customized, addressing the unique 
integrated production system at each farm. 

• It is all about education and performance.

• Why!!!!



30 Sec. video 
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Milking procedures and Routine
Questions that every dairy 
producer needs to ask 
themselves are:
• Do I have a standard milking 

protocol?
• Do I have a training protocol 

for employees?
• Do I review training 

protocols and compliance?
• Do my employees know and 

understand WHY the steps in 
the protocol are important?



Milk filter cleanliness score:_____
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1: Clean 2. Some dip, little 
mastitis, no blood,
manure or dirt

3.  Some mastitis, 
dip, manure, 
blood or dirt

4. Large amounts of 
mastitis, dip, manure,
blood or dirt



Milking Equipment







Farm growth

Genetics and 
technology 

improvements

Investment on 
people
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Investment on people

• Staff members need a positive motivational 
plan that builds their morale and helps 
achieve the overall farm goals. Creating an 
active learning environment that explains 
why we do what we do just makes sense.
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When employees cannot do what is asked of 
them or what is expected, it is usually because:

• They do not know how to do the job properly because they 
have not been given training for effective implementation.

• They do not understand why they have to do certain tasks.

• They think they are doing well, but receive no feedback to 
confirm this. The only time that employees receive any 
feedback is when the work is poorly done.

• They face obstacles beyond their means.

• They do not think that new standard procedures work and 
have no explanation for change.
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Faster is better
• Most workers believe that completing a job 

faster and cutting corners is better, that their 
familiarity with the equipment and everyday 
activities is unbeatable, and that as long as 
they are always in agreement, their boss will 
be happy.

• “Si Señor”???

– Be aware of culture and difference of standards

– Explain WHY, follow up and be aware of 
employees pride
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To promote good communication with employees 

in the dairy, consider the following ideas:
• Once you have hired a new employee, offer them induction: show the 

property, introduce them to other employees and answer any questions 
about the rules at the farm. Review the responsibilities verbally and in 
writing. Have them translated if necessary, have all paper work including cow 
care agreements.

• Use different forms of communication. Remember that reading abilities can 
be a challenge, too. Include messages, photos, posters, videos, etc. Be 
creative.

• Have SOPs written down and standardized.

• Before you communicate, have a clear message you want to convey in your 
mind.

• Be willing to listen. Give them the opportunity to be heard and understood.

• Be firm and clear with your expectations.
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While training programs focus on workforce 
development and best production

practices, we need to also look at other areas 
that will challenge your employees,

such as:

• Livestock management

– From calf to cow

– Animal welfare

• Reproduction

– Heat detection

• Barn and parlor management
– Best practices in the milking 

parlor

– Cow traffic

• Production systems
– Feed management

– Food safety

– Bio-security 
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Dairy Farmer and Employees 
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Management and Resources

Dairy Cows

Care and 
welness

Measures
Welfare 

assessment



Farm evaluations, development of 
protocols and training
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What are the proper procedures 
when assisting animals?

• Down cow protocols: • Calving protocols:
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There are many ways you 
can put yourself, your 
cooperative, and our 

customers at risk
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And/or disparage what we do
Some want to attack us

Never assume it can’t happen to you

Don’t assume that employees will 
always do the right thing. 



We are in the news
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Is this good news, or bad?



Customers with interests in 
farm practices and animal care
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An activist group could 
target you
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Andrus Dairy
Wisconsin 2014

Cactus Acres Holsteins
Colorado 2015



Former employees could make 
accusations against you
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Family issues

Managers could make a 
mistake



Neighbors don’t always 
understand the challenges 

we face
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Areas of risk

• Animal care

• Employee management

• Environmental stewardship

• Drug use
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Business Risk Reality
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We are only one smart 
phone picture away



NMPF FARM Program

• NMPF revised FARM Program in 2013

– Reduced number of evaluation points

– Increased requirements for several questions

• 94 percent of U.S. milk production supports the 
program

• New policy in regard to 100 percent participation

• Overall, good support from industry, but common 
view that the program will have to continue to 
evolve
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Business risk assessment

• What’s the risk of:

– Not having employee training programs?

– Not having cow care agreements?

– Employee accidents?

– Not having treatment protocols in herd 
management software?

– Not understanding insurance coverage?
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Continuous Improvement

• There are terrible situations and they are 
NOT tolerated 

• We may not have this problem in many 
farms, we have to continue with the 
promotion and understanding of protocol,  
cattle care and wellness on daily basis.
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Five Freedoms:

1. Freedom from hunger and thirst

2. Freedom from discomfort

3. Freedom from pain, injury, or disease

4. Freedom to express normal behavior

5. Freedom from fear and distress
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Areas to be most aware of 

• Parlor 

• Crowded areas

• Trailers

• Concreted areas and walking alleys

• Changes in the flooring or resting areas due 
to environment extremes

• Times when people are in a hurry
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Existing resources on my DFA
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We have to be 
willing to move 

forward
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Protect your farm
• Established relationship with your herd 

veterinarian

• Written herd health plan with your veterinarian

• Animal care policy for your farm that employees 
sign

• Clear communication about what to do if 
someone sees abuse

• Video surveillance systems for your dairy

• Protocols
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Identify risks
• Follow and update legally relevant protocols

– Antibiotic withholding periods

– CAFO & CNM plans 

• Develop relationships and communication 
channels with neighbors

• Perform your own audit with the help of 
expertise and resources to help assess areas that 
need improvement

• Body condition scores, locomotion and lameness,

• Health assessment,  nutrition

• Employee training, etc.
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Final points

• There is significant interest in what you do, and how 
farmers produce food

• In today’s environment of instant communication 
and social media, business risks have expanded, 
and are amplified

• We have to be willing to move the bar, or it will be 
set for us

• There is commitment from the broad dairy industry 
to work on solutions
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What’s an Standard operating 
procedure (SOP)?

Detailed instructions directed 
to achieve uniformity 
of the performance of 

a specific function



Development of SOP

Requires:
• Evaluation of current practices
• Corrections or changes
• Development  of new practices
• Establishment of new practices

 Teaching
 Poster
 Monitoring



Questions about controlling mastitis

When infection occurs?
•Before milking (holding pen)?

•After milking (bedding, feeding areas?

•During milking?

•All the above?

Which are the sources?
Chronic cows?

Environment? (bedding management?)

Faulty Milking routine?

All the above?

What do we do first?



First step:
Identify and understand the problem

The problem: 

• High rate of mastitis and high SCC!!!!

The approach:

• Control infection sources

To understand the magnitude of the problem we need:
•Review milking routines
•Review chronic cows management
•Review bedding management
•Review farm effluents management
•Inspect/change/improve feeding areas
•Review dry cow treatment procedures



1. Cow entry

2. Cow prep

3. Unit attachment & adjustment

4. Unit on-time & milk harvest

5. Unit removal

6. Post-milking teat dip application

7. Cow exit

8. Post- milking management

Milking routines can be broken down into 
a series of repeated steps





Cow Prep

Wear gloves during milking

Why?

• Milker hands difficult to wash

• Bacteria stick less to gloves

TRUE?



Unconvinced?



Cow Prep
Common 3-cow prep routines

1 2

3 4

Strip, Dip

Dry,  Attach

1 2

3 4

Dip, Strip

Dry,  Attach

1 2 3

1 3

Dip, Strip, Dip

Dry,  Attach

Routine 1 Routine 2 Routine 3

Cows not soiled Some cows soiled (5 -10%)

Light soiled

Most cows soiled >40%

Heavy soiled



•Establishment of new practices
 Teaching
 Poster
 Monitoring

Things to consider:
Experience
Human environment
Aptitude



On site Milker-School

Allows:
• Evaluate experience, human environment 

(I.D. leaders, who controls routines, etc.) 
and aptitude

• Answer all the questions using science-
based knowledge

• Creates work consensus

• In summary, preparing the working force of 
your dairy farm



•Establishment of new practices
 Teaching
 Poster
 Monitoring



Cow Prep
Common 3-cow prep routines

1 2

3 4

Strip, Dip

Dry,  Attach

1 2

3 4

Dip, Strip

Dry,  Attach

1 2 3

1 3

Dip, Strip, Dip

Dry,  Attach

Routine 1 Routine 2 Routine 3

Cows not soiled Some cows soiled (5 -10%)

Light soiled

Most cows soiled >40%

Heavy soiled



•Establishment of new practices
 Teaching
 Poster
 Monitoring

Dairy farm metrics
SCC
% clinical cases

BTM microbiology 
(colifrom, strep counts, Staph aureus) 

Inspection during milking
Routine observance
Animal behavior
Milk filter
Parlor cleanliness



Milker training:

• One of the most important factor in dairy farms

• Personnel in daily direct contact with milk producing machine

• Important factor in determining the success of the dairy 
operation

• Good training assures good production, healthy udders and 
increased profits
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